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NOTE.
THIS

Section

c ontains II45

Subordinate entries, 1429 in all.

Main

words,

Combinations

1 46

explained . under these,

and

138

The obvious combinations, recorded and illustrated by quo tations, without

individual definition, number 143 more.

Of the 1I45 Main

naturalized, 199 (17'4%) are

as obsolete, and 78 (6.8%) as (II) alien or not fully naturalized.

marked (t)

Comparison with the corresponding part of Dr.

Johnson's

words,

868 are current and native or fully

Dictionary, and of some more recent lexico

graphical works, shows the following figures:
Johnson.

Total words recorded,
"
"

Developmental to DijJluency 170

recorded and defined

"

illustrated by quotations

Century Diet.

94-5
857
334-

168

"

J31
378

illustrative quotations

"

Cassell's
, Encyclopredic.'

574-

Funk's 'Standard.'

Here.

1016

IIOO

1572

871

832

1233

354817

95
124-

1360

74-16

The number of illustrative quotations in the correspon din g portion of Richardson's Dictionary (of

which. quotations were the chief feature) is 448.
This Section finishes the words in DE-, and proceeds with those in DI-, the majority of these Ming
compounded with the various prefixes di-, and the p refix dia-, to the articles on which pa rticula r attention

is called.

It necessarily includes, especially

under dia-,

a long series of scientific and technical terms, of

a ncient, mediaoval, or modern formation, of wh ic h dklbetes, diagn OSIs, dzalectic, diameter, dzapason, diaphanous,

dzaphragm, dzarrhma, dialhermanous,

w ill

be found to present many poi nts of interest.

There are also the

obsolete medica:1 terms in dza-, so strangely formed from Greek phrases; of these dzachylon or dzachylum

remains as the sole representative in general use,

but

so numerous were they in m edi ao val times, that the

element dia common to them was itself taken to mean 'a medical prep aration .'

Among the articles of

special hi storical interest are DEVIL (occupying with its various senses, phrases, and derivative s,

)

Itt

columns ; :;LIsa the verb DIE; the sb. DIE with i ts p lural dice, and the derivatives of both; besides dzal,
dzamond (c�; a damant), dzaper, diet

(two

)

(
(

words , dzetionary, dzcker a word of the skin-trade from the days

)

)

of Tacitus to those of modern traders with the red-skins , dew, dry two words ; de-wilt (an earlier paralleL
to burke, {ynch, and boycott).

dhurrie, which ha ve

Many poin ts

no

There are also the orienta.l words in DH-, including some such as

dhow and

claim to be so spelt, except that it makes them look more barbaric and outlandish.

of interest attach also to the sense - hist ory of the words devzce and devIse, to the numerous

ti

senses of dlo, dzck, dzcky, to devo on and its related words, devotee, etc. , and to the old word dev er , which
under

modern

Frenc h influence is

now

.refashioned .as dev.o£r.

